
ELEKTROLAB
AN ARTIST RUN COLLECTIVE FOCUSED ON NEW MEDIA

AND CREATIVE TECH EDUCATION



Elektrolab is an artist run collective of two new media artists based in Meanjin/Brisbane.
Formed in 2020, after realising there was a gap in the local arts scene for installation

showcase, training and support for new media technologies in the arts, Elektrolab is Tara
Pattenden and Michelle Brown. They bring over 40 years of combined experience working in

the arts and with emerging technologies.

WHO WE ARE



Elektrolab offers skill building in creative technology projects through a range of short and long term
workshops, mentoring programs and panel presentations. Build your hardware and software skills in
topics such as Arduino, Teensy, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Sensors and Electronics Hardware.

Created out of a desire to support more diversity and inclusion in the creative tech industries, Elektrolab
is female-led and strives for accessibility, inclusivity and sustainability. Get hands on with fabrication

techniques for installation work and online showcase. Include us in your panel discussions or
presentations. Elektrolab also creates collaborative arts based output, from virtual reality installations to

live performance with wearable art. We can develop innovative and site specific based new media art
projects based on budget and deliverable requirements.

WHAT WE OFFER



Elektrolab loves the opportunity to work with like-minded organisations and spaces to provide
facilitated workshops and presentations to local artists as part of a professional and skill

development program..

SPACE

COLLABORATION



Online streaming of artist shows (performance etc)
Online training techniques
Virtual reality/360 capture of traditional installations for online and virtual viewing
How to set up a virtual gallery
Augmented Reality Design 
Face Filters with SparkAR
Podcasting & Audio Editing basics
Grim Beeper workshop
Intro to Electronics workshop
Turn Fruit into Music
Virtual Reality in Arts Practice

PROGRAMMING

OFFERS
Just some of the workshops and support we can offer;



GET IN TOUCH

ELEKTROLAB
elektrolab.com.au

info@elektrolab.com.au
38 Lytton Rd East Brisbane 4109
Tara Pattenden : 0474 920 610
Michelle Brown : 0412 036 409


